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Abstract: The recommendation letter (RL) is a vital part of a student's academic life especially for higher studies. These letters also represent the 
additional skills, attitudes, and other characters of an individual. Students have to collect this letter from their institution's teacher but whom he/she 

knows very well. On the other hand, students are struggling to get a recommendation letter if a teacher does not know very much about a student. 
Nowadays universities sometimes receive fake recommendation letters. As these recommendation letters need to be checked manually for this reason, 

finding the true validity of a recommendation letter is extremely time consuming and the procedure to find it out is very much monotonous. Therefore in 
this paper, a digital recommendation letter verification system has been proposed based on blockchain technology to prevent forgery recommendation 

letters. This research paper shows a process on how to develop digital recommendation letters which is easy to validate through the blockchain 

technology. In our proposed work, a digital recommendation letter is provided through the blockchain based system instead of hardcopy or portable 
document format(PDF). A number of functions, algorithm, and server including HTTP API, index, data, timestamp, has, Sha256, in-memory Javascript 

array, HTTP server, and websocket are used to implement the proposed model.  

 

Index Terms: Recommendation Letter, Blockchain,  Document verification, Ethereum, Ethereum virtual machine, Smart Contract. 

  
                                                         ——————————   ◆   —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

 
1.1  Background 
In 2008, satoshi nakamoto published a paper which is titled as 

bitcoin [1]. In this process, a friend can send some amount of 
cash electronically where it explains basically the conceptual 

and technical details of this process.  This would allow people 
to send and receive payment without any help from 

intermediary financial institutions. This is how bitcoin was born. 
Education is vitally important for developing a society. It plays 

a very pivotal role in enabling social mobility so we should not 
overstate its value [2], [3]. It adds to monetary elevation [4], 

[5], and it advances political security and change [6]. 
Education is also a demonstrative factor for innovation to meet 

local and international challenges and opportunities [7]. 
Document validation and confirmation have become significant 

undertakings. It is crucial to approve that the recommendation 
letter introduced by the alumni is authentic and the holder is 

the legitimate proprietor. Additionally, a recommendation letter 
must be confirmed to guarantee that its substance is right and 

furthermore, a recommendation letter must be confirmed to 
ensure that the content is correct and that it comes from a 

reliable source.  RL are included by the universities so that 
students who have completed their graduation can get some 

advantages [8].   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

1.2  Problem Statement 
For job and higher education RL is  one of the vital facts. 

Especially those who want to pursue further higher studies 
they must need academic recommendation letters from the 

educational institutions. But mostly this letter is made by a 
teacher who knows the students very well. Very often students 

need to struggle to get this letter from their teachers or 
academic supervisors. Most of the time teachers leave the 

universities very frequently. So, to reach out to their desired 
teacher is quite uncertain. In that case it is very tough for them 

to get a strong RL on time. However, in this article, we 
examine a variety of issues.  The first problem which we have 

discovered through talking to some graduates is that they 
need recommendation letters only when they want to receive 

higher education or look for a new job and cherish a bright 
future. However the problem is, the school or companies 

cannot instantaneously verify the RL they receive whether it is 
original or fake. In addition, we know the current system is 

extremely time consuming and it takes lots of time to get 
verification done. The second problem is, nowadays, the 

current RL system is in hard copies which is less secure 
because it has great potential for data theft and information 

from recommendation letters such as student information and 
data.  The third problem we found is that the teacher who 

gives the student's RL, needs to include the characteristics of 
students in it. However, for a teacher it is never possible to 

know all the characteristics of each student. Like a math 
teacher hardly knows about the presentation skill of a student. 

Therefore, This issue can be resolved if the course instructor 
enters the characteristics into the block using the blockchain 

method after completing that specific course. The last problem 

we analyze is that it can create problems in verifying the RL if 
the part time or guest teachers who don’t have an official email 

address forward the recommendation letter with their personal 
email address. 

 

1.3  Objective 
In this proposed work, we are going to develop a 
recommendation letter verification system using blockchain 

technology.  We are using this technology, because this is 
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decentralized, scalable and highly encrypted. Utilizing 

blockchain technology, we would want to verify the validity of 
recommendation letters using block chain technology. We 

implemented this model using nodejs as a smart contract for 
the backend that will interact with the blockchain and every 

recommendation letter will be stored in the blockchain as in 
encrypted form that will be verified against the user 

document. Through the unmodifiable properties of the 
blockchain, the system not only enhances the credibility of 

various paper-based recommendation letters, but also 
electronically reduces the loss risks of various types of 

recommendation letters [9]. In section 2, the literature review 
has been discussed. Where blockchain technology was 

discussed as well, Ethereum, Smart Contract, Ethereum virtual 
machine (EVM). In addition, the proposed work details are 

discussed in section 3. Then, this proposed work is 
implemented in section 4. Evaluation and discussion are 

discussed in section 5. And in section 6 we discuss our 
limitations and future work of this paper. Furthermore, section 

7 ends with a conclusion. 

 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The meaning of online RL is that one has to provide one’s 

email id as well as some basic information of that particular 
person. In time one should submit one’s application and then 

the university will send the recommendation letter  link to the 
concerned person. That person who was given will send  

one’s recommendation letter, by attaching a word file and 
answering some questions about him. While he does so, he 

will be asked if you want to give up your right to view the 
recommendations letter, which means once the  

recommendations letter will be submitted, you can also see 
it. It is recommended to give up your right. The new 

Blockchain based system Decreases the recommendation 
letter fake and ensures authentication, integration and 

security.       Students request evidence of recommendation 
letters at minimal effort and are simple to check, employers 

alsorequest quick and trustable verification of degrees when 

enlisting [10].    Digital recommendation letters are registered 
on the Bitcoin blockchain, cryptographically signed, and 

tamper-proof. A recommendation letter emitter signs an 
overall coordinated advanced recommendation letter (LOR) 

and stores its hash inside a blockchain transaction. The 
recipient assigns transaction output [11]. The blockchain’s 

hash function offers a better strategy for signature 
preservation. Blockchain adoption is more advantageous to 

records with a permanent retention schedule [12]. 

In blockchain systems there are mainly two categories to 
provide privacy mechanism one is Transactional privacy 

another one is unlinkability [13]. 

 

2.1 Blockchain Technology 
The concept of blockchain was proposed by an individual  

named Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. It could be a shared 
disseminated record administered by the set of rules where 

each node partaking within the blockchain arrange keeps 
record of all the information in arrange.The information of 

numerous exchanges is put away within the form of pieces 

beside its timestamp, each exchange can be separately 
verified by utilizing its hash esteem, since it is open, freely 

unquestionable and the information once entered cannot be 

changed which offer assistance in preventing imitation. In 

blockchain each block of exchanges is connected to the past 
block by the hash esteem of going before the block. Hence on 

the off chance that anybody tries to alter any information within 
the blockchain the hash esteem of that block will be changed 

[14]. 
 

 
 

Fig .1: Structure of transactions and data blocks linked in 
blockchain 

 

2.2  Ethereum 
Ethereum is a blockchain platform with its own cryptocurrency, 

called Ether (ETH) or Ethereum, and its own programming 
language, called Solidity [15]. Etherium is a type of blockchain 

network. It is a decentralized public ledger which helps to 
verify and record any types of transactions. Here the user of 

this network can create and publish its ether currency as 
payment system. It helps developers to build and publish 

smart contracts and it can be used without the risk of 
downtime, fraud or interfere from a third party [16]. 

 

Figure .2: Ethereum distributed application ( Dapp) 
Architecture 

 

2.3 Smart Contract 
Smart contracts are lines of code that are stored in a 
blockchain and come into force automatically after fulfilling 

predefined conditions[17]. Smart contracts can be prepared 
utilizing the Ethereum blockchain. Developers are able to 

agree with their requirements for specifying any guidelines in 
the smart contract; Create unique types of applications by 

counting those involved in other agreements; Store 
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information; And exchange ether. Additionally, smart contracts 

that are sent in blockchains are copied to each node to avoid 
contract changes [18]. 

 
2.4  Ethereum Virtual Machine 
Ethereum virtual machine, or EVM for brief, could be a 
blockchain-based computer program stage. It permits 

engineers to form decentralized applications (Dapps). At the 
center of it is the Ethereum Virtual Machine (―EVM‖), which 

executes code of subjective algorithmic complexity. In 
computer science, Ethereum is ―Turing complete‖. Designers 

can make applications that run on the EVM utilizing 
programming languages modified on existing dialects like 

JavaScript [14]. 

 
3 PROPOSED WORK 
 

System design 
In this education, a blockchain Letter of Recommendation, or 
LOR for brief, system will be created based on pertinent 

technology. The framework's application will be adjusted on 
the Ethereum stage and will be controlled by the EVM. In the 

framework, three gatherings of clients will be included (fig 3). 
University and company sections will allow (LOR) RL, will 

approach the framework, and will actually want to peruse the 
framework information base. At the point when understudies 

will satisfy certain necessities, the specialists will give a (LOR) 
RL through the framework. After the understudies have gotten 

their RL, they will actually want to ask about any (LOR) they 
have acquired. The specialist co-op will be liable for framework 

upkeep [9]. 
 

Fig3: Configuration of Blockchain based system 

 

Fig4: This figure shows the data flow diagram of the 
system 

 
To create a blockchain based RL initially the University needs 

to get registered. Each University has its wallet address from 
which it is going to send transactions. University may be 

added to the owner of a smart contract in a distinct way. When 
a university is introduced, it has access to the system and can 

create recommendation letters with knowledge fields. First, the 
university will send a wallet address to the owner of the smart 

contract. Then the proprietor of the smart contract will see that 
whether the university will be registered or not, if registered the 

characteristics of student and subject ranking are imputed by 
the smart contract owner, which are provided by the university. 

Every information will be put away in the (IPFS) Interplanetary 
File System that will return the extraordinary hash produced 

utilizing SHA-256 calculation. This will fill in as an 
extraordinary personality for each archive. Along with this, the 

produced hash and the subject positioning and attributes of 
the understudy will be handled in the block chain, and the 

resulting trade id will be dispatched from the understudy. 

When students apply for a job, then the company sends an 
email to the university and the university will resend the mail 

where the student's unique hash and transaction will be given. 
Then comparing the hash, anyone will be able to verify 

whether it is a unique hash or not. 
 

4 IMPLEMENTATION  
In our proposed system each of the individuals will be 
considered as a "node". Every university will be linked by an 

API, which will bind them to the blockchain. The university will 
input each of the student’s recommendation letters in 

blockchain through that API. When a student will apply for 
higher studies for a certain university, then the university will 

check that individual student's RL, by inputting into our 
system. That university will also receive an API for checking 
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recommendation letters. 

  

 
Fig 5: Verification of the document in Blockchain 

 
After inputting each recommendation letter, there will be an 

output whether it is a valid or invalid recommendation letter. 
The methods will be based on Ethereum architecture. For the 

backend we will use NodeJS. 
  

 

 

Fig 6: App running in nodeJS and successfully uploaded 
recommendation letter.   

 
 

Fig 7: Verification of authentic recommendation letter 
 

 

Fig 8: Verification of unauthentic recommendation letter 
 

Pseudo Code 
 

initial:  
blockchain= [initial block] 

connect To saved Peers  
#initHttpServer() 

init P2P socket Server, call #initConnection() 
 

initHttpServer: 

    when get request to "/" then send index.html  
    when post request to "/" then call #post[/] 

    when get request to "/indexcheck" then send index2.html 
    when post request to "/checkpdf" then call #post[/checkpdf] 

    when get request to "/blocks" then send the blockchain 
    when post request to "/mineblock" then call 

#post[/mineblock] 
    when get request to "/peers" then send socket information 

    when post request to "/addPeer"  then connect to new peers 
    start Server 

 
post[/]: 

 if file available 
    extract file information 

    create hash #arrayBufferToWordArray of the file  
    #generateNextBlock(fileename, hash) 

    add created block to the chain 
    broadcast the block with peers 

    request send 
else     

    request send no available file  
 

post[/checkpdf]: 
if file available 

    extract file information 
    create hash #arrayBufferToWordArray of the file 

    if hash available in chain  
        file is authentic 

    if hash is not available in chain  

        file is not authentic 
    request send response 

else 
    request send no available file  

 
post[/mineblock]: 

    generate block from bodydata 
    add created block to the chain  

    broadcast the block with peers  
 

arrayBufferToWordArray: 
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    a=[] 

    for i=0 to size of file 
        a[i]=file [i] << 24 or file [i-1]<<16 or file [i-2]<<8 or file [i-3] 

    end for  
    return a    

 
initConnection: 

    add web socket to the socket list 
    call #initMessageHandler 

    on socket error closed connection  
 

initMessageHandler: 
when "message" request  

    case based on message type 
        case= QUERY_LATEST 

            write response latest message 
        case= QUERY_ALL 

            write response chain message 
        case= RESPONSE_BLOCKCHAIN 

             #handleBlockchainResponse 
 

handleBlockchainResponse: 
    sort recieved blocks  

    set latest block  
    if latest recieved block=local latest block 

        if local latest block hash= recieved block previous hash 
            add latest recieved block to blockchain 

            share latest message with peer 
        else if recieved block length = 1 

            request all blocks from peer  

        else #replaceChain(receivedBlocks) 
     else no need to update local blocks   

 
generateNextBlock: 

    previousblock = previous block of local chain 
    nextindex = next index of local chain 

    nexttimestamp = next timestamp of local chain  
    nexthash = #calculateHash(nextIndex, previousblockhash, 

nexttimestamp) 
    return new block(hash) 

 
calculateHash: 

return hash(index, previous hash, timestamp, data) 
 

replaceChain: 
if #isValidChain and length of new blocks > lenght of local 

blocks 
    local blocks= new blocks 

    share block information with peers 
else 

    new blocks invalid 
 

isValidChain: 
if local initial block != genesis block 

    return false 
tempblocks= local initial block 

for each block in local chain  
    if is valid block 

        add block to tempblocks 

    else 
        return false 

end for each  

return true 

 
isValidNewBlock: 

if index+1 of previous block !=  index of new block  
    "invalid index" 

    return false 
else if hash of previous block != previous hash of new block 

    "invalid previous hash" 
    return false 

else #calculateHashForBlock (new block) != hash of new block 
    "invalid hash of new block" 

    return false 
return true 

 

5 EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 
We have proposed to prepare a digital RL in this paper. 
Because a teacher can’t evaluate a student properly in our 

existing system. When a student needs RL then he is given an 
official Email address by the teacher and the teacher just 

forwards the RL. It is also an authentic procedure but a 
teacher can’t evaluate a student’s character or performance 

properly every time using the existing method. But in our 
proposed RL a teacher can get all the performance, gradings 

and other necessary data to evaluate a student properly using 
this blockchain technology. So, our RL method is better than 

the current evaluation method.  
 

6 LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper focuses on RL verification using blockchain 
technology rather than building the RL. In the first phase of 

this paper we are presenting a digital RL which can be verified 

using blockchain technology. The second phase of this 
research doesn't aim to extend prototype to prototype, it refers 

to the automation of RL systems where a teacher can input all 
the characteristics and grades records on the blockchain.  we 

were not able to fulfill the second phase as we didn’t get the 
proper time. But we are very much enthusiastic and hopeful 

for working on it in the coming days. 

 
7 CONCLUSION 
The blockchain based proposed solution helps the university 

or admission seeker to verify the RL. Utilizing blockchain, it is 
presently conceivable to build a RL verification that monitors 

our prosperity. Data stored is also ensured by the Ethereum 
blockchain which is more secure, hence the authentication 

proprietor can see and share this RL as they desire. This 
framework helps in eliminating the fraud  recommendation 

letters. 
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